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Chairman’s Report – October 2019
The last 6 months have been a little quiet as a result of General Election in Australia, chaos
in UK due to the Brexit crisis and extended holidays taken by members of the committee.
Work has been going on in the background to promote the case against “frozen pensions”
with our Westminster PR agents, Tendo Consulting. On 1 October we appointed Fifty Acres
as our PR agents in Canberra and these two organisation will be working together to bring
pressure to bear on the political parties in UK and Australia.

Tendo Consulting

Tendo continues to manage the APPG Committee against Frozen Pensions in Westminster
with the Chairman Roger Gale. This committee has around 50 MPs who have committed to
fight for our cause, there is currently a move to find a new chairman because it is expected
that Roger Gale will not stand in the next General Election.
Tendo have tried twice to arrange a follow-up visit by Anne Puckridge to build on the
momentum of the petition that we presented to 10 Downing Street almost a year ago.
Unfortunately, on both occasions we were thwarted by the political uncertainty in
Westminster. It is not expected that it will be worth organising such an event for another
6 months, when there might be a bit more certainty about Brexit and the political
scene generally.

Broken Faith

Jim Tilley and I had a meeting with Tendo in London when we were both travelling in
August. As a result of that Jim is working to update a booklet called Broken Faith. This is
a document that on each page has the details of a veteran who served in the British Armed
Forces and who are now victims of the “frozen pension” policy because they have returned
or emigrated to Commonwealth countries. Tendo will assist in the production of this
document and which will then be used as a promotional tool to promote our cause in both
Westminster and Canberra.
At this time we have 25 such stories and if you know of any of your friends who fall into this
category please put them in touch with Jim.
Originally it was planned to have a launch of this revised booklet in Westminster on 12th
November (as close as possible to Remembrance Day). Tendo was to reserve a room in
Parliament House for the event with the support of MPs from the APPG on Frozen Pensions.
With the recent announcement of a possible General Election in mid-December, Tendo has
had to delay this event because Westminster will close down at the beginning of November
in preparation for the election.
With the assistance of Fifty Acres we had planned to have a follow up event in Canberra
at the end of November but that has also had to be postponed.

Australian High Commission

While in London Jim and I also had a very fruitful meeting with Duncan Howitt who is the
Political Officer at the Australian High Commission. He was aware of our issues and very
supportive – he has linked up with Tendo and has provided contact details for some
Commonwealth Seniors organisations that might give us additional support.
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

Fifty Acres (www.fiftyacres.com.au)

continued

As mentioned above we have employed Fifty Acres to provide us with PR advice and
communications with Canberra politicians. Fifty Acres was set up by Jo Scard over 20 years
ago and has a good reputation in Canberra. Fifty Acres has supported several humanitarian
causes and we hope that we will get better traction with politicians when we use a more
professional approach. Unfortunately personal communications with politicians in Canberra
have proved to be a very hit and miss and easily palmed off or ignored by MPs and Senators
who give standard formal replies.

Seniors magazines

Jim Tilley has had some success in getting Seniors magazines to publicise the ‘frozen
pensions’ issue, but it is hard work to maintain the pressure. We have included a couple of
these articles in this Fair Play because sometimes it is difficult to access them on line.

Help boost our campaign in London

If you haven’t signed and shared the petitions in these websites, and please encourage
friends to sign:
www.endfrozenpensions.org
www.change.org/p/stop-denying-my-mum-and-510-000-other-brits-their-full-uk-

Membership

Our membership numbers are beginning to dwindle, unfortunately a proportion of our
members fail to renew membership after 12 months and although we have a good flow
of new members this is not quite sufficient to maintain our numbers. Please remember
to renew and add a little extra donation to your subscription. As we say on your renewal
notice we have frozen our membership fees at $20 ($30 per couple) but our costs still
increase.
Please get your friends to join as well – https://www.bpia.org.au/

Why not become a BPiA Committee member

Your committee has been working hard to achieve a resolution to the “frozen pension”
issue but we do need some new blood and enthusiasm. We have had some new volunteers
to assist but we need more, there will be a time when we need persons to take over the
responsibilities of Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer and other committee positions.
We’d love to hear from you if you feel that you can bring some new energy and ideas to the
BPiA Committee. It would be especially advantageous if you have experience in Public
Relations, Journalism, Finance, Accounting, IT, Marketing or Sales.
The committee meets during the day about 6 times a year and meetings usually take
approximately 2 hours. You would be at the forefront of the various activities in which BPiA
is involved and be kept abreast of all our developments to obtain pension indexing for all
frozen pensioners.
In the past most of the Committee lived in the Sydney area. Nowadays conference calls
and technology such as Skype provide the opportunity for committee members to be
located interstate; so please let us know of your interest and skills. Preferably you’ll be
retired or working part-time so as to be available for help with other duties that arise
from time to time.

AGM

The AGM notice will be sent out with this Fair Play, the meeting is at 1.30pm on
28 November 2019 at the Sydney Mechanics School of Arts, 280 Pitt Street as previous
years – we shall be pleased to see you there just after lunch.
Brian Owles
Chairman/President
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JIM TILLEY’S ADDRESS

The primary reasons why the UK government
should uprate our frozen pensions
Our members often ask us why we believe we should win our campaign to achieve indexing
of our frozen UK pensions. Listed below are the main reasons for our being reasonably
confident of eventual success.

1. UNFAIRNESS
Jim Tilley, Vice Chairman BPiA

Firstly Peter Lilley, a UK MP, who was previously the Secretary of State for Work and
Pensions, responded to a question of mine to him at a Sydney business breakfast. He agreed
the issue of freezing our pensions is unfair, but indicated, in his opinion, the offending
regulation would not be changed.
According to Master of the Rolls, Lord Bingham’s treatise on the Rule of Law 2006:
● “Ministers and public officers must exercise the powers conferred on them fairly, for the
purpose of which these powers were conferred.”
● “Adjudicative procedures provided by the State should be fair”.

The former Prime Minister Theresa May MP, planned to promote at CHOGM 2018, “fairness
in democracy as a fundamental freedom and good governance across the Commonwealth.”
Irrespective of these statements the UK continues to unfairly freeze the pensions of just
4% of its pensioners, 95% of whom live in Commonwealth nations.

2. EQUALITY
Also, in his treatise on the Rule of Law, Lord Bingham states:
● “the law of the land should apply equally to all.”
● “Equality before the law is the cornerstone of the constitution.”

3. COST
Cost, we’ve been advised on several occasions, is the reason for freezing our pensions.
At present it’s argued it would cost £600 million/annum to uprate all frozen pensions.
However, having regard to the fact the National Insurance fund is presently in credit by
almost £30 billion, substantially above the Government Actuary’s prudential balance, surely
the £600 million to index all pensions could be found from that significant balance. The
Government’s non-affordability argument is therefore questionable; even more so, because
this credit balance is forecast to soar to £61.7 billion by March 2024, and that is over £40
billion above the prudential balance in 2024.
In 2013, the UK’s Ministry of Justice lost its appeal in a Supreme Court case, O’Brien v the
Ministry of Justice, UKSC 6, because of the UK’s claimed discrimination against a part-time
Court Recorder whose UK pension was denied because of its cost. In this Supreme Court
appeal case, the Court deemed: “budgetary considerations [costs] cannot be used to justify
discrimination.”

4. DISCRIMINATION
The UK pension regulations fail to comply with the UK Parliament’s Code of Conduct, item
5 of which states: “Members have a duty to uphold the laws including the general law
against discrimination.”
It must be recognised as blatant age discrimination when a 90-year old pensioner, resident
in Australia for 25 years since 1994, is still paid a ‘full’ pension of just £56.10 per week,
whereas a newly arrived pensioner of 65 is paid £129.20 per week.
Moreover, the UK’s pension policy is contrary to the Commonwealth Charter, which states:
“The Commonwealth is implacably opposed to all forms of discrimination”,
notwithstanding which, the UK former PM, Theresa May MP, replied to my letter,
commenting on this issue, “the Charter is not a human rights instrument but sets out
ambitions for the Commonwealth group of nations”!
Jim Tilley
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Write to your Australian Federal MP or Senator
Boris wants Britain out of the EU and Australia wants a Trade deal.
We should ALL now use this opportunity to get our pensions unfrozen.
First things first – we need to ensure that our Federal MPs and Senators know that we are
subjected to UK discrimination, just because we’re retired in Australia. The best way to do
this is to visit or write to them. Your local library or Google can advise you who your
member is and where the constituency office is located and therefore where you can write
to, or meet them.
Pull no punches and tell them freezing our pensions is now costing:
● the Australian economy approx. $500 million in lost foreign income.
● Centrelink almost a $200 million/year adjustment to Australia’s pension budget.

Then tell them how much this freezing policy is costing you. Use the table included in this
edition of Fair Play to calculate what you should be receiving from the UK.
Follow up with some facts they can check in a House of Commons Library paper on Frozen
Overseas Pensions dated April 2019
https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/SN01457/SN01457.pdf
● the policy is being used to save the UK Government about £600 million/year. Refer them

to Page 3 paragraph 2 Line 3 of the Commons paper.
● 95% of the 520,000 frozen pensioners live in Commonwealth countries. However, if you

were one of the >660,000 pensioners who moved to countries such as the USA, the EEA
nations, Jamaica, Turkey Israel etc. your UK pension would not be frozen. (Page 13)
● that the policy was started in 1947 when there was a massive increase in the aged

pension from 10/6d to 26/6d/week and it was thought that people who moved to the
Dominions (as the Empire was known then) should not get the increase. (Page 4).
● You can also tell them that it’s nonsense that UK Government pleads they cannot afford

to increase our pensions. The UK Government’s Actuary, who annually reviews and reports
about the National Insurance fund, says the NI fund, from which our pensions are paid, is
about £30 billion in the black now and forecast to reach £61.7 billion by March 2024. This
balance is £ billions above the Government Actuary’s prudential balance.
Having put your letter in an envelope, addressed stamped and posted it, you will have
made a considerable positive effort to assist us in our International campaign against
‘frozen pensions’. Thank you!

Boris wants Britain out of the EU and Australia wants a Trade deal.
We should ALL now use this opportunity to get our pensions unfrozen.
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How much pension are you losing?
To calculate how much the Frozen pension policy is costing you, look at the table below to
find the “Freezing factor” for the UK tax year in which you started to receive your UK state
pension in Australia. Multiply this by the A$ amount you are currently receiving. This tells
you how much extra you would be paid if the pension was not frozen!
Factors are updated at the start of each financial year as of course the loss gets larger as
one ages.

FACTORS SHOWN BELOW ARE FOR THE CURRENT FINANCIAL YEAR
6 APRIL 2019 – 5 APRIL 2020

Tax year
pension
started

Freezing
factor

Tax year
pension
started

Freezing
factor

Tax year
pension
started

Freezing
factor

1990/91

1.75

2000/01

0.91

2010/11

0.32

1991/92

1.48

2001/02

0.78

2011/12

0.26

1992/93

1.39

2002/03

0.71

2012/13

0.21

1993/94

1.30

2003/04

0.67

2013/14

0.17

1994/95

1.24

2004/05

0.62

2014/15

0.14

1995/96

1.20

2005/06

0.57

2015/16

0.11

1996/97

1.11

2006/07

0.53

2016/17

0.08

1997/98

1.07

2007/08

0.48

2017/18

0.06

1998/99

1.00

2008/09

0.42

2018/19

0.03

1999/2000

0.94

2009/10

0.36

2019/20

0.00

If you are currently receiving an Australian Aged pension you keep at least half of any
extra UK state pension that you are paid in A$.
If you are a self-funded retiree you keep the entire UK state pension payment, although
92% of it is considered taxable income in Australia.

Did you know?

If you go to the UK or Europe on holiday you can have your UK state pension uprated
for the duration of your stay. Contact the DWP in Newcastle on 0011 44 191 218 7777
no earlier than 4 weeks prior to departing Australia.

Kambah Highland Games in Canberra – 12 October
Two of our longstanding members, Bob Cason and Robert Hayes, set up and manned a stall
at this event. They report that they had a fair response from passers-by and distributed a
good number of pamphlets with membership application forms – no actual cash on the day
but on-line applications may follow.
We thank the two Bob’s for their efforts and would encourage any other members to
consider doing something similar at any local event. We can arrange for posters and signs to
be sent to you.
Kambah Highland Games
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Are you entitled?

FIRST PUBLISHED IN NATIONAL SENIORS MAGAZINE, MAY 2019

Volunteers of British Pensions in Australia (BPiA) help people track down their UK pension
entitlements and negotiate the often tortuous process of claiming them.
BPiA was originally formed in 2003 to challenge the British government’s ‘frozen pension
policy’, which stalls the pension paid to expats – most of whom are retired and living in
48 of 53 Commonwealth countries, including Australia – at the rate at which it is first paid
when resident in these countries.
Now, as part of the International Consortium of British Pensioners, they’re challenging the
UK government to index the pensions it pays to all expats, with hopes that Brexit will bring
new opportunities to challenge the status quo.

Did you know?

It’s not only expats who can claim a British pension. All people who worked in the UK can
claim one if they have accumulated 10 or more years of National Insurance contributions. It
may also be possible, depending on your date of birth, to make up missing contributions by
making voluntary lump sum payments.
Through their work, BPiA supports expats to access all their entitlements, including the
lesser-known benefit of a ‘Category B’ UK age pension claimable by ‘dependent’ wives
(born before 6 April 1953) of male recipients (born before 6 April 1951) of the British
age pension.
Once a man receives a UK ‘Category A’ age pension it’s possible his dependent wife may also
qualify for a ‘Category B’ pension if this spouse’s pension amounts to approximately 60% of
the male’s age pension.
The process varies slightly depending upon whether the ‘dependent’ wife is below or has
achieved pension age, regardless of their nationality, or whether they have ever worked in
or even visited the UK.
Moreover, if the husband pre-deceases his wife she will cease the lower pension and inherit
his for the rest of her life.

Learn more

BPiA’s membership subscriptions help fund their international challenge, being waged
in the UK.
To find out more about how you can support BPiA’s work, or to receive their help with
understanding and accessing your UK pension entitlements, visit their website
www.bpia.org.au. You can also email bpia@people.net.au or call 1300 308 353.
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Frozen British expat pensioners urged to
‘keep on fighting’
FIRST PUBLISHED IN NATIONAL SENIORS MAGAZINE, AUGUST 2019

Almost a quarter of a million Australian residents eligible for the UK state pension are
missing out on its indexation enjoyed by their counterparts across Europe. For campaigners
who remain adamant that parity must be achieved, the decades-long fight continues.

Did you know?

For most of the past 70 years, the UK has indexed pensions
for UK emigrants living in countries that have signed a
bilateral social security agreement. However, for ex-pats
resident in 48 of 53 Commonwealth countries like Australia
and Canada, no such agreement exists. For residents of
these countries, the British pension will – unless they return
to the UK – forever remain at the rate at which it was first
paid. No uplift to keep pace with the cost of living.

Celebrity, turned underdog advocate
“…I don’t think it’s an easy one to win but I
hope that, eventually, we can just shame the
[British] Government into rectifying this.”
JIM TILLEY FROM ADVOCACY GROUP BRITISH PENSIONS IN AUSTRALIA

With the British Government having expressed a
commitment to protecting EU-based ex-pat pensioners from
that same ‘frozen’ status, as a consequence of Brexit,
campaigners including Miriam Margolyes say that there is
yet hope that this “appalling discrepancy” can be redressed.
“When I talk to people, they are simply unaware of it, they
say ‘oh that can’t be right’. Well no, it can’t be and it isn’t.”

Ms Margolyes, star of the Harry Potter films and outspoken advocate for the underdog, said
that the British Government has a ‘moral obligation’ to take action on the issue.
“I think the [British] Government knows it’s an anomaly and the reason they don’t do
anything about it is because the people involved are old and will die. Therefore, they feel,
very cynically, that they don’t need to do anything about it.”
Ms Margolyes became an Australian citizen in 2013 and now
divides her time between England and Australia.
“It’s absolutely tragic for people, many of whom would
have been quite unaware of this illogical discrepancy – it
wouldn’t have occurred to most people. But it is extremely
punishing to people at the end of their lives; at their most
vulnerable time and usually when they have emigrated to
be with their children. It’s completely disgraceful”.
“I think we have to keep fighting. I don’t think it’s an easy
one to win but I hope that, eventually, we can just shame
the [British] Government into rectifying this.” Jim Tilley from
advocacy group British Pensions in Australia (BPiA) agrees.

“When I talk to people, they are simply
unaware of it, they say ‘oh that can’t be right’.
Well no, it can’t be and it isn’t.”
MIRIAM MARGOLYES. IMAGE: JENNIFER ROBERTSON, KYTE PHOTOGRAPHY
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Frozen pension issue at a glance
There are 12 million UK State pensioners all of whom contributed similarly to the
compulsory British National Insurance pension scheme.
● Of this 12 million, just over 1.2 million live abroad.
● About 57% [670,000] of these pensioners living abroad in countries like the EU, USA,

Cheryl Harvey (Secretary)
02 9958 6968

Israel and Turkey, receive the same indexed, annual cost-of-living increases [indexing] as the
pensioners still living in the UK.

David Rumball
02 9528 5437

● For the other 43% [520,000] their pensions are ‘frozen’ simply because of where they

Francis Keegan
02 9337 1147

● It’s in most Commonwealth countries and British overseas territories that over 95% of

Tony Walsh
03 9480 6317

● Affordability is the main reason given by the UK government for freezing 520,000 UK

Bernard Stone
02 9894 0512

have chosen to retire.
these ‘frozen’ pensioners are retired, including 235,000 in Australia.
pensioners, notwithstanding this Supreme Court case O’Brien [Appellant] v Ministry of
Justice 2013 UKSC 6, in which the judge said, ‘budgetary considerations [costs] cannot justify
discrimination’.
● The latest cost to index the pensions of these frozen pensioners is reported by the UK’s

BPiA area contacts

Dept of Work & Pensions as £600 Million, which is less than 0.6% of the UK’s £104 Billion
annual pension bill.

NSW
Sydney South
David Rumball
02 9528 5437

● The UK Government’s Actuary reported that at 31 March 2019 the National Insurance

North
Eric & Noreen Rogers
02 9971 1646

● An old British law requires a bilateral agreement to exist between Britain and the

West
Alec Myles
02 8801 1967
Victoria
Frankston
Bernard Shrubsole
03 8790 8534
Melbourne
Tony Walsh
03 9480 6317
Queensland
Derek Woodall
0426 622 556
South Australia
John Crowhurst
0400 804 294
Tasmania
Bob Frost
03 6266 3214
ACT
Rob Cason
02 6286 4740
WA
David Austin
08 9582 7392
Caribbean
John Duffy
bcpa@lightwave.ag
South Africa
Norma Maloney
norma@bestbirds.co.za

account had a forecast credit balance of £27 Billion. This is £10 Billion more than the
actuarial balance required to support the NI pension scheme, and the forecast is to reach
£61.7 Billion by 2024.
countries in which UK pensions are indexed. The UK has no such agreement with Australia,
and uncompromisingly refusing for 20 years to negotiate one with Australia.

PLEASE ENSURE YOU RENEW YOUR BPIA MEMBERSHIP!
BPiA sends you a Renewal Notice prior to your anniversary joining date.
Your subscriptions help fund our UK activities, especially in Westminster to pursue our
cause for fair payment of UK Pensions to Australian residents.
Fees can now be made with Visa or MasterCard via the website.
BPiA together with our counterpart in Canada (CABP) established the International
Consortium of British Pensioners (ICBP). Through this organisation we employ a firm
of PR campaigners Tendo Consulting.
Tendo acts as a Secretariat to the All-Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) on Frozen
British Pensions.
Tendo maintains an informative APPG website. ICBP and therefore BPiA pays for Tendo’s
much appreciated services, without which our campaign would not have progressed as far
as it has.
BRITISH PENSIONS IN AUSTRALIA INC
ABN 42 186 383 389
PO BOX 474, EDGECLIFF, NSW 2027
PHONE: 1300 308 353

bpia@people.net.au
www.bpia.org.au
BPiA is a non-profit volunteer association of expats who have contributed funds to help
force the British Government to index the UK State pension for all recipients of this
pension, irrespective of the country in which they reside.
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